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SCANNING PROBE MICROSCOPY

Scanning Probe Microscopy -SPM
STM - Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
AFM- Atomic Force Microscopy

Terje Finstad

Program
SPM - Intro, background, AFM, STM historic development

STM - What is measured?  Intuitive interpretation. Theoretic Complication

SPM - Instrumentation
Piezo tube - piezo electric effect - ‘creep’

Probe tip, STM, AFM manufacturing, characteristics-materials

STM - Examples  7x7 Si,  GaAs 110 surface, corals

Feedback

AFM - Contact-mode, Non-contact , List  of modes 

SPM - Characteristic features

AFM -Forces between atoms-between bodies

Surface science, reconstruction, relaxation

Back ground
SPM - significance

Revolution - material characterization - material science
Important factor for nanotechnology, nano-ism
Large significance for surface characterization

STM -
Developed by IBM Zurich in 1981 by  Gerd Binning and 
Heinrich Rohrer  - Nobel Price in physics in  1986  
Atomic resolution demonstrated 1982, Binning
Long development of profile meter  - some even used tunneling

Tunneling- Giever Nobel price in physics 1973 experimental 
work tunneling through thin oxides. 

SPM - development -according to book
    Tip imaging instruments, FIM, STM. AFM
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probe techniques 

anyway? 
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Forces between 
  pair of atoms

Forces between a tip and a surface - many interacting atoms 
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Constant current imaging 1
SPM INSTRUMENTATION

Piezo tube
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Raster scan constant current

SPM
AFM

AFM TIPS AFM Tip fabrication by MEMS micromachining 
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AFM Tip sharpening 
by oxidation by DRIE + FIB 

Deep Reactive Ion Etching 

Isotrope + Anisotrope 

Focused Ion Beam etching 

AFM Tips: 
Carbon nanotube tip  

AFM 
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Tunneling I
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ψ = exp(−κz)
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κ = −1 2m VB − E( )

€ 

I∝exp(−2κd)

Wave function

z

E

current

(imaginary)

In barrier

φB

ΦB~4-5 eV     2κ ~ 2Å-1
I falls by order of magn each Å

Tunneling 2

€ 

I∝V exp(−2κd)

SPM
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Tip outside surface 
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I∝V exp(−2κd)
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I =
2πq2V


f (Eµ) 1− f (Eν )[ ] − f (Eν ) 1− f (Eµ)[ ]{ }Mµν

2
δ(Eν +V − Eµ)

µ,v
∑

µ

v
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2πq2


V Mµν

2
δ(Eµ − EF )

µ,v
∑ δ(Ev − EF )

1st ordens pert teori

Fermi ->step function Bardeen
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Mµν =

2

2m
dS∫ • (ψµ

*∇ψv −ψv∇ψµ
*)

Can be found for plane wave when �
wave func of tip and surface
is known separately.

Atom structure of tip unknown.Ideell STM tip = pkt kilde for strøm Da fås
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I∝ ψµ(rt )
2

,v
∑ δ(Ev − EF ) ≡ ρ(rt ,EF ) Local density of states LDOS at EF

): SIMPEL INTERPRETATION , electron density where the tip is but without tip present, OK 

SPMTunneling 3
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J ∝V exp(−2κd)

Finite resolution in STM due to tip radius

R

d
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So Gaussian rms width
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≈ 0.7 R
κ
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i.e. 

€ 

κ ≈1Å−1

€ 

R =1000Å (big)

Resolution  50 Å 

Good metal tip R~1-200 Å,   Best images are single atom tunneling

Tip surface
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Current scan - neg pos contrast Scanning modes SPM

Signal = piezo voltage, �
think height ++

Constant height
Slow feedback,  feature fluctuations in current, �
Principle the same as const current

Height modulation workfunction mapping
Frequency above respons of feedback,  �
Local value of            hence κ  or “effective work function”
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J ∝V exp(−2κd)

€ 

∂ ln I
∂z

Si 111 7x7 1
Example/Case study Notation surface reconstruction 

In general the change in a surface layer's structure due to a reconstruction can be completely 
specified by a matrix notation proposed by Park and Madden (Oura 11). If a and b are the basic 
translation vectors of the two-dimensional structure in the bulk and as and bs are the basic 
translation vectors of the superstructure or reconstructed plane, then the relationship between 
the two sets of vectors can be described by the following equations:
as = G11a + G12b
bs = G21a + G22b
so that the two-dimensional reconstruction can be described by the matrix
[4]
Note that this system does not describe any relaxation of the surface layers relative to the bulk 
inter-layer spacing, but only describes the change the individual layer's structure.
Surface reconstructions are more commonly given in Wood's notation, which reduces the matrix 
above into a more compact notation:

X(hkl) m x n Rφ           ex Si (111) 7X7 

which describes the reconstruction of the (hkl) plane (given by its Miller indices) into one in 
which the interatomic spacings are multiplied by m and n in the a and b directions respectively, 
and rotated by the angle phi. This notation is often used to describe reconstructions concisely, 
but does not directly indicate changes in the layer symmetry (for example, square to 
hexagonal).
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Si 111 7x7 2
Example/Case study 

GaAs selectivity og Ga and As
Example/Case study 

Quntum Dot charging by SPM

Tapping mode SPM 
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SPM Caracteristic features
AFM STM

3D imaging          yes                   yes
x, y resolution    2-10 nm           0.1 nm

z  resolution       0.1 nm             0.01 nm

tip touch surf       yes                 no 

Force is weak in AFM, also non contact mode 
insulators            yes                 no 

max  ∆z           ~ 1µm            ~ 1µm 

Instrumentation should be insensitive to vibration, ∆T 
Small is best 

SPM in TEM,SEM, AES 

atm                     air/liq.         UHV/air/liquid 
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AFM Tips: 
for nanofabrication 

Oxidation of graphene 

films for graphene 

nano devices  

 Here's how the images came to life...
1 A tip is scanned over a surface at a distance of a few atomic diameters in a point-by-point and line-by-line fashion. At each point the tunneling 
current between the tip and the surface is measured. The tunneling current decreases exponentially with increasing distance and thus, through 
the use of a feedback loop, the vertical position of the tip can be adjusted to a constant distance from the surface
2 The amount of these adjustments is recorded and defines a grid of values which can be displayed as a grayscale image.
3 Instead of assigning the values to a color we can also use them to deform the grid in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
4 Now we can bring back the grayscale and paint each square according to an average of the four defining grid points.

5 Now we paint the whole surface uniformly gray and switch on the lights
6 We can use several lights at different positions and with different colors.
7 Instead of painting the surface just gray we can use a color palette and paint it according to height
8 Or we choose the color according to another surface property, let's say curvature.
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The basic principle of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is based on the tunneling current between a metallic tip, which is 
sharpened to a single atom point and a conducting material.A small bias voltage (mV to 3 V) is applied between a atomically 
sharp tip and the sample. If the distance between the tip and the sample is large no current flow. However, when the tip is brought 
very close ( 10 Å) without physical contact, a current (pA to nA) flows across the gap between the tip and the sample.

.

Such current is called tunneling current which is the result of the overlapping wavefunctions between the tip atom and surface atom, 
electrons can tunnel across the vacuum barrier separating the tip and sample in the presence of small bias voltage.The magnitude of 
tunneling current is extremely sensitivity to the gap distance between the tip and sample, the local density of electronic states of the 
sample and the local barrier height. The density of eletronic states is the amount of electrons exit at specific energy. As we measure the 
current with the tip moving across the surface, atomic information of the surface can be mapped out.

Here is a STM image showing iron atoms adsorb on a copper (111) 
surface forming a "quantum corral"in a very low temperature (4K). 
Actually, the image shows the contour of the local density of electron 
states. The corral is about 14.3 nm in diameter
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